
#

P12-05  Option One             

FINAL RESULTS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
AMSAN ATHENS SE LINK SRP

Section PTS

1
Non-Cost                                     
(See Eval Tab for Calculations)             

40 36.45 38.95 NA NA

2
Cost                                                     
(See Cost Tabs and Eval Tab)

60 52 60 NA NA

TOTAL POINTS                                                                                                                                                                                            100 88.45 98.95
Non-Responsive                        

(See Notes on Non-Responsive Tab)

Non-Responsive                        
(See Notes on Non-Responsive Tab)

#

RFP P12-05                 Non-

Responsive Notes                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

1 SE Link

2 SRP

Definition:  A response to a bid or offer that does not conform 

to the mandatory or essential requirements of the solicitation 

(National Institute of Public Procurement, Dictonary of Terms)

Proposal did not address too many key and material elements to even evaluate the content of the offering in the area including: 1.2 D-Training- 

Did not meet minimum requirments, only addressed training for equipment care; 1.2E Lack of detail and did not submit copy of inspection 

report to be used; 1.2G- Did not address any elements of this especially information regarding dispensing equipment, bottles, submittals; 1.3 

Materials- Did not follow the instructions for bidding alternate products, did not provide product information sheets, did not supply MSDS, only 

the price of the product line was submitted.  This is the most material element of the determination of non-responsiveness because it pertains 

to the actual product which accounts for most of the money expended in this contract.  Even though FCS is completely satisified with the 

products specified, a clear avenue to consider alternatives was offered.  It is not possible for FCS to entertain changing it's chemical program 

based upon cost only and when this is determined, then the validiity of the entire proposal suffers.  Coupled with incomplete information on 

material elements of the contract, the proposal was deemed non-responsive.

Notes

SRP's offer for Option One was applicable to Option Two and not to Option One.  The RFP process clearly indentified the desire of FCS for 

Option One to emulate current programs and procedures.  The "On the Mark" program offered by SRP, while intriguing and with strenghts and 

benefits does not closely align with the goals of Option One.  Most notably, FCS does not desire (nor is afforded by time for a 7/1.2012 award) 

with the process of "loading' all FCS schools and facilities as would be required for the proposed offering.  Response was also vague or 

incomplete on some essential elements of 1.2 (G, H) and 1.3.  While SRP submitted an adequate proposal in content, it did not align with the 

results FCS was trying to accomplish through the award of Option One and there was non-responsive because it could not be evaluated as 

such.


